Top tips

At the top of the page in your dictionary, there are guide words like this:

The first word is the first word on that page, the second word is the last word on the page. All the words on the page fall between these two words.

1. Write down the guide words
   - on page 250
   - on page 334

2. Beat the clock! Find these guide words and write down the page number.
   - salade > sauce = page ______
   - vue > yeux = page ______
   - locomotive > lui = page ______
   - email > en = page ______
   - cab > can = page ______

3. Find the missing guide words. Look through your dictionary and circle the word which fills the gap.
   - accepter > ______ / adulte / adresse
   - de > ______ / description / décembre
   - feu > ______ / film / flipper
   - mamie > ______ / marché / mardi

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily
😊😊 = I can do some of this
😊😊😊 = I need more practice